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the basic data format for the type 1 files that
autocad uses is called the autolisp format. a
file in autolisp can contain a description of

every object in a drawing, information about
the size and shape of each object, and
information about how the objects are

arranged. the information in the file is stored
in a way that allows it to be quickly read. every
object in a drawing is stored in a file as a set of

numbers called tags. the values in the tags
correspond to other data stored in the same
file. for example, if a tag contains the value

1,000, then that tag stores the x coordinate of
the object. a tag with the value 2,000 stores

the y coordinate of the object. tags can also be
used to store the size of an object, the color of

an object, or other properties of the object.
tags can be processed and used as data. in

autolisp, it is possible to determine the x and y
coordinates of each object in a drawing by

looking for the tags for each object in the file.
for example, if the tag for object number 1,500
is 1,000 and the tag for object number 1,600 is

2,000, then the x and y coordinates of the
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objects are 1,500 and 2,000. the first version
of autodesk autocad was released in 1982. it

was called autocad 80. autocad 80 was a word
processor for the mac. it could open and edit

type 1 files, and it could display and print type
1 files. type 1 files could be saved in an

internal format called autodesk ascii. this
format was compatible with the ascii format
that was commonly used to store text in the

early 1980s. autodesk ascii files could be
stored on floppy disks, and the files could also

be saved in the standard macintosh file
format.
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your print output is compatible with all
commercially available printer drivers. autocad

2009 key helps you get the most out of your
printer. it's the only software that lets you

print from within your drawing, creating two-
sided prints without the hassle of purchasing,
installing, and setting up two printers. autocad
2009 key plugins will be automatically installed

to your computer as they are released. with
autocad 2009 key plugins you can use the
drawing commands, add information to the

drawing area, and zoom in and out from your
drawing area. the following plugins are already

installed by default: text object plugin text
array plugin object extractor plugin error
analyzer autocad coverage project plugin

plugin that appears when rendering a block or
line with the rendering command category list

plugin dynamic input reference data wizard
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plugin autocad reference data wizard plugin
simple list box plugin multi-word input
validation list autocad product key is a

respected product in the cad community. by
combining the best features of two of the
industry's leading cad software programs,
autocad 2008 key product unifies the best
design and drafting capabilities of the two
most popular cad programs, autocad and

microstation. autodesk also offers a licensing
program called design suite, which includes

both autodesk autocad and autodesk
microstation, as well as autodesk revit, a

powerful tool for building information
modeling. autocad product key 2008 is the

ultimate software package for professionals,
architects, engineers, and anyone who needs
to draw, model, or document their drawings,

projects, or ideas. it combines the best
features of autocad and microstation,
autodesk's two most popular software

programs. unlike the previous version of
autocad, which was sold as two separate

products, autocad 2008 key combines the best
features of the two programs into one

complete package. autocad product key 2008
is ideal for anyone who needs to design,
model, or document their projects. it's

designed to be easy to use so you can get the
job done quickly and efficiently. 5ec8ef588b
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